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Seismic Colorseal®
Watertight primary seal in wall expansion joints
A wall expansion joint, Seismic Colorseal is a silicone-coated, precompressed primary seal for high-movement wall joints. Seismic Colorseal ensures watertightness in vertical-plane structural, seismic, and abutment joints  in almost any substrate..
Continuity of seal and continuity of thermal insulation throughout changes in plane and direction are hallmarks of Seismic Colorseal. The product’s ability to maintain watertightness when installed at inside corners, and while handling curves and direction changes further sets it apart from rubber-and-rail strip seals. Seismic Colorseal is positively secured without invasive anchors while color-switching makes the product aesthetically versatile.
Seismic Colorseal was developed to restore the function of the building envelope where it is breached by the location of a movement joint. As a result, the performance tests required to certify curtainwall and other building envelope systems are the basis of performance of Seismic Colorseal as well. Seismic Colorseal has been tested to and exceeds the requirements of performance tests including: for Water Penetration: ASTM E-331; Wind Loading: ASTM E330; Air permeability: ASTM E283-04; Sound blocking: ASTM E90-09; R-Value: ASTM C518-04; Low-Emitting Material : CDPH/EHLB/Standard Method Version 1.2, 2017; as well as in-house Temperature Stability, Bleeding, Staining & Recovery testing to ensure performance under conditions modeling real life.


Seismic Colorseal®
Watertight primary seal in wall expansion joints

 Product Literature
	Product Data
	Install Data
	SDS
	Guide Spec - Colorseal (Download)
	Guide Spec - All Wall Products (Download)
	Video - Quick Overview
	Low-Emitting Material Certification
	Colors
	Projects
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	Sample Request
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[image: 26 colors provide aesthetic versatility, here in the burnished and glazed CMU walls of The Kansas City Royals stadium.]
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[image: A field-applied corner bead of supplied silicone completes the installation and seals substrate irregularities.]
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[image: Skybridges are particularly vulnerable to heat loss as the result of being suspended and require an expansion joint to absorb exaggerated expansion and contraction. Colorseal handles the movement while ensuring R-value is preserved.]
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SEISMIC COLORSEAL is a watertight, 100% movement, precompressed wall expansion joint. Non-invasivley anchored and tensionless, it is ideally suited to sealing joints in virtually any substrate.

Readily bent, cut, mitered, and joined in the field, Seismic Colorseal makes continuity of seal in similar or dissimilar substrates possible and practical.

Color changes are easily achieved and offer aesthetic versatility not available in other expansion joint options.

26 colors provide aesthetic versatility, here in the burnished and glazed CMU walls of The Kansas City Royals stadium.

Rough CMU block is properly sealed with pliant Seismic Colorseal under the backpressure of the stored strain energy of compression.

Changes in plane and direction are where expansion joints leak. Seismic Colorseal handles these readily while also providing the option for color switching.

Up, over, and down -- Seismic Colorseal ensures a continuous seal between a smooth precast parapet and rough CMU block.

Continuity of seal between different expansion joint technologies is a hallmark of EMSEAL's. Here, Seismic Colorseal transitions to a sloped, sealed, THERMAFLEX upturn termination.

'Black' at an inside corner placement yields a shadow-line effect when viewed from across the street.

Slightly damaged, rough or irregular substrates are easily and thoroughly addressed with Seismic Colorseal.

A field-applied corner bead of supplied silicone completes the installation and seals substrate irregularities.

Pliant and under compression Seismic Colorseal conforms to and seals against irregular and rough substrates.

Highly versatile and suited to almost any substrate.

'Rustic Brick' colored Seismic Colorseal makes an inconspicuous joint sealing solution in brick facades.

Color changes and installation at inside corners are easily achieved.

Seismic Colorseal is a cost-effective, long lasting expansion joint solution in any facade from the fancy to the plain.

Color choice, changes, and placement create a nearly inconspicuous installation at the intersection of two walls.

Colorseal in precast to window mullion expansion joints installed in 1990 were still functioning as new in 2014.

Resilient, pliant and still pushing back on the substrates 24 years later, Colorseal offers exceptional value to property owners over time.

Colorseal Concrete to Brick expansion joint 100 Cambridge MA .

After a 10-year test evaluation, Colorseal proved capable of handle the extreme weather, air-pressure differentials, wind and wind sway conditions atop Toronto's iconic CN Tower. Based on the trial, all of the joints in radio mast were replaced using rope access.

Skybridges are particularly vulnerable to heat loss as the result of being suspended and require an expansion joint to absorb exaggerated expansion and contraction. Colorseal handles the movement while ensuring R-value is preserved.

Cleverly sited adjacent to a similarly colored downspout, the vertical wall expansion joint sealed with Charcoal Grey Colorseal is hardly discernible to the casual observer.

Shown closeup, Colorseal in the structural wall expansion joint can be seen to be durable and functional even after 13 years of service at the time this photo was taken.

Colorseal in brick expansion joint with matching silicone. The material is pliant and expands into mortar joints to ensure sealing and insulating integrity.

Inside corner expansion joint in window wall to brick sealed with Colorseal in the Center of Clayton. Changes in plane are readily accommodated ensuring continuity of seal.

Vertical wall expansion joint inspected 20 years after installation, Colorseal between the Guggenheim Museum administration building and the historic brick facade of its neighbor, is still functioning today.

Precompressed foam joints are ideal for inside corner wall conditions. The backpressure from the foam is what ensures this 9" wide Seismic Colorseal remains in place.
 Non-invasive anchoring is crucial for these corner conditions, as it can be almost impossible to maneuver a drill into place to secure a mechanically fastened joint.

Wide seismic expansion joints like this 9" wide Seismic Colorseal are quickly and easily installed into the structural opening. At +/- 50% movement, this product can expand up to 13.5" and compress down to 4.5" wide handling a variety of different movement considerations, such as shear, deflection, wind-sway, seismic, and more.

A near tensionless bond with the adjacent substrates is achieved once the Seismic Colorseal precompressed foam has expanded. A bead of field applied sealant is caulked and tooled to seal off the joint and create a watertight condition.







Features
	Primary seal
	Watertight
	Airtight
	Insulates
	Non-invasive anchoring
	Low-Emitting Material per CDPH/EHLB V1.2, 2017
	Sound attenuating STC 52; OITC 38
	ABAA Compliant
	Resists hurricane force wind & water
	Low-Tension silicone and foam hybrid sealant
	Rapid installation–new or retrofit
	Aesthetically and practically versatile
	Easily handles changes in plane and direction
	Easily handles curved expansion joints

Sizes
1/2″ to 10″ | 12mm – 250mm
Note: Sizes under 1 1/2″ (40mm) are manufactured with a single bellows (See Colorseal-On-A-Reel) and are supplied as 10′ lengths on reels. Larger sizes incorporate multiple bellows and are supplied as 6.56′ (2M) long ‘sticks’.
Movement
Total 100% (+50% and -50%) of nominal supplied size.
Color
	Available in many Industry-Standard Colors
	Custom Colors


Uses
	Curtainwall
	Masonry
	Precast
	Metal Panel
	Natural Stone
	EIFS, etc.
	Rough Substrates
	Curved Expansion Joints




	Features Explained
	Composition
	Design Considerations
	Transitions & Terminations
	Maintenance
	Availability & Price
	Testing
	LEED/Sustainable Design Qualification

Features Explained
Watertight—the low tension silicone bellows is installed just back from the wall surface. This ensures watertightness is achieved at the face of the wall preventing water getting trapped against the substrates or within the joint cavity.
Non-Invasive Anchoring—there are no hard metal-to-substrate connections in the system. This includes embedded pins, anchors, screws, bolts or tracks, trays or rails that often damage sensitive substrates and act as a thermal bridge. Non-invasive anchoring means the system is locked to the joint faces by means of the 1) backpressure of the foam, 2) the injected silicone corner bead at the joint face to foam and silicone bellows interface.
Continuity of Seal—as in all EMSEAL expansion joint systems, continuity of seal through changes in plane and direction is an essential performance differentiator. Details for watertight, transitions using factory-fabricated Universal and Custom transitions pieces are available from EMSEAL. Seismic Colorseal Roof Closures are also available to ensure continuity of seal from wall joints to our RoofJoint roof expansion joint system.
Aesthetics & Versatility— Standard colors, uniform bellows appearance, ability to handle variations in joint size are among other system features.

Composition
	Produced by infusing a cellular foam base material with a hydrophobic-acrylic impregnation, and coating the surface with a high-performance silicone to suit the application.
	The external silicone facing is factory applied to the foam at a width greater than maximum joint extension and is cured before final compression.
	Silicone application and curing takes place in a temperature and humidity-controlled factory environment. This ensures, in contrast to field applied liquid sealant and backer rod installations (‘caulk-and-backer rod‘), that no movement takes place during curing that can cause deformation or stresses in the sealant material.
	The material is precompressed to less than the joint size for easy insertion.
	When compressed, a bellows is created in the coating. As joint movement occurs the bellows simply folds and unfolds free of tension on the bond line, and virtually free of tensile stresses in the silicone material.
	The material is supplied in 6.56 LF (2m) shrink-wrapped lengths (sticks). After removal from the shrink-wrap and hard board restraining packaging, it expands gradually.
	The foam provides a resilient backing to the silicone coating, making the system capable of resisting air pressure differentials caused by building climate controls as well as by wind, hurricane and tornado events.


Design Considerations
	Substrates must be clean, parallel, plumb, have sufficient clear depth to receive the material specified, and be capable of resisting 2.5 psi backpressure from the foam.


Transitions & Terminations
Universal-90’s
 (US Patent 9,200,437; 9,637,915)
	Universal-90’s (or U-90’s) are factory-made 90-degree transition pieces that ensure continuity-of-seal where expansion joints change plane.
	Use of U-90’s eliminates the field work needed to make plane changes making overall installation fast and efficient.
	Watertightness through the plane change is guaranteed–leaving nothing to chance in field-fabricating inside and outside transitions.
	U-90 transitions are symmetrically coated on both faces allowing them to be installed as an inside corner or as an outside corner.
	Straight-run sticks are joined in the field to the U-90’s.
	U-90’s have a 12-inch (305mm) long leg and a 6-inch (152mm) vertical piece on each side of the elbow.

Custom-90’s
 (US Patent 10,570,611)
	Custom-90’s, are factory-fabricated inside and outside 90-degree transition pieces coated on just the weather-facing faces.
	Custom-90’s are available when field conditions and measurements are known up front.
	Custom-90’s are widely used in applications where numerous inside and outside 90-degree transitions are required. Consult EMSEAL.


Maintenance
	As with any construction product, the useful life of the material can be maximized with routine inspection and repair if required.
	Clearing of surface debris and inspection will reveal any damage to the product or adjacent substrates that might affect building performance.
	EMSEAL precompressed sealants are easily repaired–requiring only damaged sections to be removed and reinstalled–not the entire length of the joint as is typical of extruded-seal systems.


Availability & Price
	Available for shipment internationally.
	Prices are available from local distributors or representatives. For more information, contact EMSEAL.
	The product range is continually being updated, and accordingly EMSEAL® reserves the right to modify or withdraw any product without prior notice.


Testing
Performance Testing:
 Water penetration: ASTM E-331
 Wind Loading: ASTM E330
 Air permeability: ASTM E283-04
 STC Rating: ASTM E90-09
 OITC Rating: ASTM E90-09
 R-Value: ASTM C518-04
 Temperature Stability, Bleeding, Staining & Recovery
Physical Property Testing:
 ASTM C661, ASTM C510, ASTM G26-77

LEED/Sustainable Design Qualification
	Regional Materials
	Low-Emitting Materials (CDPH/EHLB/Standard Method Version 1.2-2107) Certificate

Standards & Codes Recognizing CDPH/EHLB Version 1.2:
	USGBC LEED Version 4	EQ Indoor Air Quality, Credit: Low-Emitting Materials


	The WELL Being Standard
	ANSI/GBI 01, Green Building Assessment Protocol
	Green Guide for Healthcare V2.2
	Collaborative for High Performance Schools	EQ 7.0/7.1 – Low Emitting Materials


	California’s CALGreen Building Code
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 How to Install Watertight Wall Expansion Joints
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 Seismic Colorseal Wall Expansion Joint




Associated Projects
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Nashville SC, GEODIS Park MLS Stadium, Tennessee

 Project Details 



Tennessee

Stadium Expansion Joint details and design should always start with 3-D renderings. This crucial element can make or break waterproofing your building enclosure. The designer on the Nashville SC GEODIS Park MLS Stadium, Populous, understands and implements this strategy expertly. Axon drawings of…
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Waterproofing Roof to Wall Expansion Joints at Kansas City International Airport Single-Terminal

 Project Details 



Missouri

Waterproofing roof to wall expansion joints between buildings may sound daunting, but when you work with Sika Emseal we simplify this unnerving assignment. The key component to ensuring the expansion joints are watertight comes down to the ability to create factory fabricated transitions…






All Associated Projects
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 EMSEAL JOINT SYSTEMS LTD.
25 Bridle Lane
 Westborough, MA 01581 USA

 EMSEAL LLC.
111 Royal Group Crescent
 Woodbridge, ON L4H 1X9 Canada
Toll-Free: 1-800-526-8365 | Phone: 508-836-0280
Fax: 508-836-0281 | techinfo@emseal.com




SIKA CORPORATION
201 Polito Avenue
Lyndhurst New Jersey 07071
United States of America
phone +1 (201) 933-8800
fax +1 (201) 804 1076

SIKA CANADA
601 Avenue Delmar
Pointe-Claire
 QC H9R 4A9
phone +1
 514-697-2610


Follow Us
 LinkedIn Facebook YouTube
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